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Abstract
The aims of this Hybrid approach are to analyse and predict types of internet users in Indonesia. This study uses online-based participant observation method to collect its primary data and then proceed to assess it with the genetic algorithm analysis method. The data of ethnographic approach was analysed using thematic analysis. Findings were corroborated by the algorithm analysis. Through the combination of Ethnographic approach and Genetic Algorithm analysis, the results of this study show that internet addiction significantly influences by the types of internet users.
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1. Introduction

Internet Addiction had become a phenomenon in modern society, whereby online games and other forms of entertainment can be accessed easily on the internet. Currently, type of internet users diverse; ranging from adults, teenagers, to underage children—all can easily interact and connected by the online network [1].

The potency of internet addiction immensely facilitated by the development of smartphones with access to the internet. This technology development induces people’s interests toward gadgets; in which context allow them to conveniently access online games and other forms of online entertainments—including social media, blog, and streaming website. The Internet itself, according to some works of literature, has the potential to create a ‘flow experience’ for their users [2].

Therefore, it is reasonable that online activity—such as gaming—can induce the users to surf for an extensive amount of time and even neglected their other activities. The
concept of internet addiction in this research identifies as ‘when online activities had overwhelmed the user and caused problems in the user’s social live’ [3]. This identification is based on the criteria from Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder-V (DSM-V) that generally utilised by psychologist and psychiatrist in diagnosing the symptoms of addiction. Nevertheless, the term of ‘video game addiction’ is rarely studied by scholars and most of its argumentations are solely based on public hysteria [4].

The urge to provides new perspectives regarding internet addiction had encouraged this study to conduct interpretive ethnography approach, which emphasise the efforts to examine internet user’s attachment to online entertainments from the user’s own perspective. Findings in this research then used as the foreground for genetic algorithm formulation for data analysis, where the algorithm is expected to project the potency of internet addiction—both in online gamers and non-gamers.

The advantage of interpretive ethnography approach lies in its capability of presenting a systemic representative on how the subjects conduct, experience, and develop their social interaction. The utmost important factor of this approach is that behaviour of this study’s subjects is not assessed externally by researchers; but instead, it is interpreted internally by each subject based on their online activities [5].

Until recently, various scholarly works on internet addiction conducted using existing theories as their guideline. Hence, to date, efforts to schematisate the pattern of internet addiction were not directly abstracted from subjects’ perspective but generated from the third person’s perspective (the observers). Through ethnographic approach, researchers of this study will produce concepts, categories, patterns, and models that reflecting subject’s experience, feeling, and thought. As the result, findings of this study are purely subtracted from primary data and not based on any existing scholarly literature [6].

On the other hand, the genetic algorithm method effectively supports this study to convert and systemise ethnographic data into a statistical model of computing, which later supports the analysis and research findings formulation. Genetics algorithm method of soft computing imitates ways the human brain works; hence it can be used to analyse several variables that affect subjects’ addiction to the internet. Basically, this method can be used to identified and analysis multiple plausible causes for numerous subjects (multi-collinearity) [7].
To summarise, this research aims to investigate internet addiction level on online gamers and other internet users, by utilising genetics algorithm to analyse ethnographic data.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Internet addiction

Internet addiction is a condition where an individual is unable to control their desire to access the internet. The addiction can appear in form of attachments to social media, e-mail, pornography, online gamble, online game, chatting, and other activities that related to the internet [8].

Internet addiction in all forms had become a distinct phenomenon in modern society. Presently, game online and other online entertainments can easily be accessed following the rapid development of the internet. In accordance to the internet’s increasing popularity, its users’ category also broadens, covering a various range of ages.

The invention of smartphones greatly contributed on the deeper infiltration of communication and technology in modern society’s life. Different with the computer that has limited mobilisation, a portable device such as smartphone facilitates its users to connect to the internet in almost anywhere. This advantage allows the internet users to access online games and other of entertainments without the need to arrange a specific time and particular place for their activities. This circumstance increases the possibility of users’ immersion—through flow experience—into the internet.

The stimuli from online games, particularly, encourages its players to feel intrigued and challenged. Online games present a higher degree of difficulties from one to the next level of the game; generating curiosity for its players to pass along after completing a particular mission or quest. The increasing difficulty of game’s levels often accompanied by provisions of rewards in form of new items, credits, or skills for the next mission. Additionally, each level of the game usually presented a new challenge, obstacle, field, and even tools to attract players’ attachment [9].

With such immersive experiences, it is evident that online games can lead its players to immerse and continuously play the game—in some cases, the game even caused them to neglect their other activities. By the time online gamers had completely obsessed with a particular game, had difficulties in controlling their time or desire to play, and ignoring their social life; researchers of this study are able to identify their condition as online gaming addiction [10]. This identification is known as Diagnostic
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and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder-V (DSM-V), which usually used to diagnose a person that indicated with online game addiction [11].

Prior studies on computers, online games, and internet addiction, for example, argues that high level of engagement on games often lead its players to experience some psycho-social problems without showing any signs of addiction. Therefore, not all online gamers can be categorised as addicts even though their attachment to games caused a disturbance in their psycho-social state. This proves that as a form of entertainment, moderate usage of online game is actually harmless [12].

Other studies on online game addiction aim to identify players’ motivation in online gaming [13–19]; investigate supporting factors that caused online game addiction [20, 21, 22–26]; explore the way to prevent, respond and cure online game addicts [27–32]; identify biological and medical symptoms that shown by addicts [33–37]; as well as to develop an instrument to measure when an online gamer can be categorised as an addict [38–43].

Nevertheless, until today, understanding online game addiction from the first-person perspective has not been done in any research although it poses a great importance for this study. This type of research can contribute to project the development of game online addiction potencies in the future.

2.2. Ethnography

For this type of research, interpretive ethnography considered as one of the most suitable approaches to identify the dynamics of internet addiction based on the participants’ perspective. Ethnography is a form empirical research that observes one particular phenomenon in its ‘natural’ setting [44].

In its implementation, ethnographic research heavily relies on participant observation method. Through ethnographic, researchers are expected to understand the phenomenon of online game addiction from the first-hand players. Additionally, this type of research allows the online game addiction issue to be seen as a social phenomenon, rather than a mere psychology problem [45].

2.3. Discriminant analysts

Discriminant analysis is a variant of the statistical method that generally used to create a classification. The model of discriminant analysis consists from series of tests, such
as multicollinearity test, data distribution, normal multivariate, similarity in variance-covariance matrix, as well as finding differences between data mean. If the correlations between variables are more than 0.8, then the case can be identified as a multicollinearity [46].

The genetics algorithm allows recurrence in the data to acquire the global optimum value. There are six steps in genetics algorithm:

1. Forming a base population which consisted from 100 chromosomes. The type of chromosome in this step is bitstring to support the variable selection process.
2. Evaluating each chromosome based on its fitness value.
3. Selecting parents to be duplicated by using roulette wheel selection.
4. Conducting the cross-linking process.
5. Conducting the mutation process.
6. Repeating step 1-6 if the optimum chromosome—that became the solution of the problem—is not yet obtained.

This ethnographic study, which conducted in 1.5-year timespan—from January 2015 to June 2016—found that there are 150 online gamers among 175 internet café users in Jakarta. On the other hand, 25 other users’ activities are identified as checking and sending email, accessing social media, searching for online news, as well as simply surfing the internet websites.

From the data, 143 of the online gamers are male. Most of the male gamers have the chance to be in internet café for hours due to their parents’ traditional belief, where ‘boys are supposed to be outside their home more than they are inside.’ Boys in Jakarta are given a high tolerance for their aggressive and challenging behaviours; in contrary with girls that considered to be weak, helpless, and prone to face troubles if let to be outside for a long time. It can be seen from the testimony of the informants:

**Informant I**

‘I am a boy. I was told that I shouldn’t stay home for too long. My father said that I should be more like him, going out often.’
Informant II

‘I am allowed to come home late. I am a boy. Nor my mother or my father never asked me questions [on why I come home late]. It is different for the girls, they have it quite difficult [to get parent’s permission].’

Most of these online gamers are underage children, teenagers, and young adults between 9 to 24 years old. Gamers of this age range generally do not have any other important priority that urged them to put a better use of their time. Additionally, in the perspective of family and society, it is considered to be normal for people in this age range to play games in internet café.

Informant III

‘I often play a game in my phone at home. So [actually] I don’t mind if I don’t go to an internet café. However, after school, I usually have a lot of spare time. Therefore, I prefer to go to an internet café. I can also play at home, but it is less fun since I cannot play with my friends.’

Informant IV

‘Might as well, as long as I am still in school. I only have to eat, study, play and do not have to think about money. It is better to play [online games]. Better than being a delinquent.’

Based on their statement, there are several factors that support them to play online games in internet café:

1. The availability of economic resources to play games. This factor gives gamers the opportunity to cover all their needs and necessity in the internet café. Their needs usually consisted of paying the internet bill, buying foods, and purchasing cigarettes in the café.

2. Parents’ permission for the online gamers is based on several aspects:

   (a) The stability of their children’s achievement level at school, university, or office;

   (b) Their children can be avoided from the negative impact of students’ fight (tawuran), drugs, and free sex;
(c) Parents’ busy activity led the internet café to be the ‘best day care’ for their children since it is relatively safe and affordable;

(d) In several cases, by playing online games, their children can provide themselves economically;

(e) Internet café waiters are willing to take care of their children as long as they pay the bills.

Informant V

‘I can prove that I can be promoted to the next grade with satisfactory results. That is why my mother still trusts me and even give me the money to go to the internet café. It is all because my results are okay.’

Informant VI

My parents always warn me to avoid fighting, drugs and impregnate a girl. I told them that I only go to the internet café, they still can monitor me since I’ve done nothing wrong. [The worst I can do is] maybe smoking. Basically, my parents are content that I only playing games instead of conducting any mischievous act. This is why my parents give me extra money.’

Informant VII

‘I rarely meet with my parents. Well, they are so busy. They don’t even know what I am doing. Every time they call me, and I told them that I am at the neighbourhood internet café, they instantly feel safe. In the end, they always give me extra money to go to the internet café.’

Informant VIII

‘Well, I can be in a bad mood if I am not playing games within the day. Therefore, in front of my parents, I always behave nicely to get their permission [to play online games]. I never swear, or show any bad manners [in front of my parents].’
Informant IX

‘Even though I rarely lie [about playing online game to my parents], I have to force myself to stop playing games in the exam week. So, my marks can be good. If I get bad marks, they will not allow me to play [online games] anymore.’

In this ethnographic findings, there are patterns that induce online game addiction in internet users, namely sex, financial allowance, age range, and parenting style.
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